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Financial professionals and academics are well versed in the concept of a risk-adjusted return, most notably the Sharpe 
Ratio (Sharpe 1966), which compares a portfolio’s average return in excess of a risk-free rate relative to its risk as standard 
deviation. This model grew out of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (Sharpe, 1964 and Lintner, 1965) for which Sharpe received 
the Nobel Prize (Lintner had passed before the prize was awarded and Nobels are not awarded posthumously). Functionally, 
these computations provide a more quantitative assessment of an investment than merely regarding raw average return. 
Subsequently, multiple alternate Sharpe Ratio variations have been proposed, most notably the Treynor Ratio (Treynor, 1965) 
which compares excess return with the risk relative to a benchmark index and the Sortino Ratio (Sortino and Price, 1994) 
that regards risk as only negative volatility (variance below the mean). These measures, like language, may be universally 
understood among those who are fluent speakers but for the lay public, they are as though an unknown foreign tongue. 
Unfortunately, the number of private persons who actively invest is increasing without a comparable increase in general 
understanding of these terms and concepts. This will lead to an increasingly larger number of people following misguided 
paths based on lack of fundamental understanding.

A recent Investopedia article (Maverick, 2019) stated that a Sharpe Ratio of under 1.0 “is considered sub-optimal,” a 
Sharpe Ratio greater than 1.0 is “acceptable to good,” a ratio of 2.0 or above is “very good” and a ratio of 3.0 or greater 
is “excellent.” However, a survey of hundreds of mutual funds and ETFs reveals that over the past 10 years, barely 1% had 
Sharpe Ratios above 1.0 and few to none greater than 2.0. Worse, Roger Ibbotson (pers comm., 2019) posited that ten-year 
Sharpe Ratios, owing to the extreme bull market recovery from the Great Recession, are artificially high, by perhaps as much 
as 2:1. In short, Maverick’s (2019) projections of what constitutes a “very good” to “excellent” Sharpe Ratio recommends 
something which does not exist.

Worse, an average lay person investor who focuses on raw return, may regard a remarkable Sharpe Ratio of 1.5 as “terrible” 
because “who would want something with return that low when last year I earned 20%.” That lay person investors think this 
way (and they do), reveals how foreign the concept of risk-adjusted return by traditional means (Sharpe Ratio, etc.) is. A new 
approach is needed to facilitate risk-adjusted return in a “language” that typical lay person investors can understand. Thus, I 
propose a Risk-weighted Return.

A Risk-weighted Return discounts the average return when the magnitude of risk (standard deviation) exceeds the magnitude 
of average return and offers a premium return value when those relative measures are reversed. Its intended use is limited 
to comparing two or more investments or investment portfolios and not a substitute for more theoretical comparisons such 
as the Sharpe Ratio. It provides a quantitative assessment of risk to return in terms that are understandable to investors who, 
lacking technical expertise, focused on raw average as a principal selection criterion.

A Risk-weighted Return is calculated as the absolute value of the portfolio average return, divided by the standard deviation, 
times the portfolio average return. However, as long as the average return is not negative, a Risk-weighted Return may simply 
be calculated as the return squared divided by the standard deviation (Rw = Rp 

2/  ).

What the Risk-weighted Return accomplishes is to proportionally discount the apparent return of the portfolio when the 
magnitude of the risk exceeds the magnitude of the return and to provide a premium return when the magnitude of the risk 
is less. The equation further assumes that when the magnitude of the risk is identical to the magnitude of the return, then 
the relative risk is “neutralized” and the return IS the Risk-weighted Return; in other words, par. Thus, two or more seemingly 
identical investments, as measured by average return alone, become obviously different when weighted.
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For example, assume three hypothetical investments, each with a historical average annual return of 8% but different standard 
deviations. The following chart compares the resulting Risk-weighted Returns (Rw) to Sharpe Rations (assuming a constant 
Risk-free Rate of 1.0%).

Investment Ave. Return Std. Dev. Rw Return Sharpe Ratio
A 8.0% 12.0% 6.7% 0.58

B 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 0.88

C 8.0% 6.0% 13.3% 1.17

Note these calculations achieve the same comparative result that investment C, given all other variables being equal, is 
preferable but with values a lay person investor, previously focused chasing returns, can more easily understand and connect 
with. Put another way, Investment B, with average return and risk of equivalent magnitudes, offers a Risk-weighted Return 
equal to its raw return. Conversely, Investment A, with higher risk than B, discounts the expected return while Investment C 
provides a premium return.

Ultimately this calculation is intended to function as a comparative tool rather than an absolute or academic measure.

One possible academic criticism of the calculation is the absence of the Risk-free Rate variable. However, in this case, the use 
of a Risk-free Rate is (1) unnecessary, and (2) potentially may deliver false results.

1. Because a Risk-weighted Return compares two or more investments with each other, presumably over a comparable time 
frame, the Risk-free Rate would function as a constant and be unnecessary.

2. The larger the Risk-free rate, the more a resulting Risk-weighted Return unfairly skews to the negative. For example, from 
January 1977 thru May 1992, the risk-free rate was never below 7% (mostly well above). Assuming a Risk-free rate of 7% and an 
average return of 4% and a standard deviation of 4.0%, a Sharpe Ratio would be –0.75. By comparison, a Risk-weighted Return 
would be 4.0, consistent with the empirical objective of this comparison in that the actual return of the investment was not 
negative; just smaller than the risk-free rate and evident if compared with the raw risk-free rate of 7%.

Conclusion:  Although not intended to function in a rigorous academic environment, the Risk-adjusted Return provides a 
quick and easy way to compare investments, giving due consideration to both expected average annual return and average 
risk and does so in a way that is readily understandable to non-professional investors.
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